HYBRID Software’s PROOFSCOPE is an
advanced HTML5 viewing and collaboration tool that offers accurate
viewing of packaging graphics on
every device that supports a modern
web browser, including computers,
tablets, and even cell phones.
PROOFSCOPE’s PDF rendering has
been battle-hardened for more than 5
years, and proves itself in production
daily where customers use it to visualize the most demanding and complex
packaging graphics.
PROOFSCOPE conforms to the GWG
Output Suite v4 and the Altona Test
Suite, industry standards of rendering
quality.
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PROOFSCOPE has been designed to
be easy for non-prepress experts to
use yet incorporates many powerful
features such as annotations, marks,
approvals, most of them the result of
actual customer requests.
PROOFSCOPE is a pure browser based
solution. There is no need to worry
about plug-ins like Flash or Java, because PROOFSCOPE doesn’t use them!
Instead, PROOFSCOPE provides a correct, separated preview in the browser
by using an ingenious method of
streaming only those pixels to the
browser that are needed for the given
view and the given zoom level.
Users have a razor sharp instant zoom
up to 800%, and unlimited zoom by
means of the deep zoom technology
to inspect tiny graphics like traps and
microtext.
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End-to-end online proofing solution

Module

Rotate/Mirror

Notes, Densitometer, Measure

Barcode Reader

View controls
PROOFSCOPE offers features like
zooming, rotating, mirroring, as well as
the ability to add marks and notes to
let people collaborate on a document.
Separations
Production artwork requires careful
control of ink separations, and this
where PROOFSCOPE really shines: it
shows the different color separations
that make up the document. Users
can toggle separations on and off to
see how they interact, and PROOFSCOPE of course respects the ink order
and ink opacity.
Annotations & Collaboration
Annotations can have zero or more
locations of relevance, and the annotations are marked with the username,
so it becomes a convenient tool to
collaborate on a design throughout
every revision cycle.

HIGHLIGHTS
• True production PDF viewer
• Pure HTML5, no plug-ins
• On demand views
• For reviewing and collaboration
• Advanced CQ tools
• Preview of 1-Bit TIFF and LEN
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Barcode Scanner
Extra tools include the barcode scanner, which works at the pixel level and
scans the barcode like it would be
scanned on the actual package.
This allows the reviewer to check one
of the most vital pieces of information
that needs to be present on packaging
artwork.
Densitometer
The densitometer shows the ink colors
and densities for a given point in the
artwork.
It allows the reviewer to see if the correct colors are used, and also to insure
that the ink coverage is compatible for
printing.

Show Differences
When creating multiple iterations of
an artwork, it is important to check
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Inspect Screening
For the real expert, PROOFSCOPE
offers great tools to inspect halftone
screening.
Not only can users zoom in all the way
down to the screening dots, but the
screening analyzer will analyze the
screening in the window and display
the angle, ruling, and density. Inspecting TIFF files allows errors to be caught
before expensive printing plates are
made.
3D Viewing
With the optional 3D module,
PROOFSCOPE also allows users to
interactively view 3D files.
Its HTML5 browser technology allows
users to rotate the object and see it
from different angles.
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TIFF Viewing
PROOFSCOPE is not just a PDF viewer;
it can also deal effortlessly with huge
TIFF files such as those RIPped for
output of printing plates.
Even TIFF data that is hundreds of
megabytes in file size can be viewed
easily in a web browser.
PROOFSCOPE streams only the pixels
that are needed for the display, which
makes it quick, fast and light anywhere. It performs much better than a
desktop TIFF viewer. You have to see it
to believe it!
Inspect Screening
For the real expert, PROOFSCOPE
offers great tools to inspect halftone
screening.
Not only can users zoom in all the way
down to the screening dots, but the
screening analyzer will analyze the
screening in the window and display
the angle, ruling, and density. Inspecting TIFF files allows errors to be caught
before expensive printing plates are
made.
3D Viewing
With the optional 3D module,
PROOFSCOPE also allows users to
interactively view 3D files.
Its HTML5 browser technology allows
users to rotate the object and see it
from different angles.
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